Trump reinstates limited duty-free treatment with Ukraine
Minsk protocol designed as path to Ukraine’s capitulation – emails

Leaked Kremlin emails show Minsk protocol designed as path to Ukraine’s capitulation – Euromaidan Press report.

Speaker Razumkov: Ukraine not ready to make compromises on its territorial integrity.

U.S. President Donald Trump has reinstated duty-free treatment with Ukraine on certain items following a suspension in 2017.

Damning ECHR judgement puts future of Ukraine’s lustration law in question.

Ex-FM Klimkin urges U.S. not to consider Ukraine’s Azov Battalion terrorists. Preventing the recognition of Azov as a terrorist organization in the U.S. is a matter of Ukraine’s state security, the ex-minister says.


Conference marks 125 years of the organized diaspora in the U.S.

“Information war” used by Kremlin to justify disinformation
Experts urge to scrap term “Minsk Agreements”

Experts urge to scrap term “Minsk Agreements” as they are not a treaty, use “Protocols” instead.

Information war is a term used by the Kremlin to justify disinformation, Dobrokhotov says.

Ukraine’s cut of state funding to parties reverted step towards de-oligarchization of politics.

Crimean Tatar pilot honored in Kyiv. His fate was particularly tragic. While he was awarded the highest military awards for his bravery on the frontline in World War II. Then the Soviets took away his ancestral homeland and deported his people.

The deadly salt mine of Salina: How the NKVD liquidated 3,600 persons on June 22, 1941.
Ukraine repairing, upgrading outdated weapons
NATO ships conducting military maneuvers in the Black Sea

Oct.28. Russian controlled forces violate ceasefire 13 times in Donbas over past day. Weapons banned by the Minsk agreements were used during the attacks.

Zelenskyv tried to convince fighters encamped in Zolote to disarm. The conversation ended in raised voices. Donbas war veterans to stay in Zolote in defiance of government's disengagement plans.

"I'm not some loser!": Zelensky to volunteer at a question on whether he is going to meet with war veterans regarding the "No to surrender" rallies held across Ukraine.

Ukraine repairing, upgrading outdated weapons for Generation 3 war expert. At the same time, the country is facing potential Gen 4 or 5 wars.

'Steinmeier formula' will not bring peace to Donbas - Kuchma.

Fall Storm 2019. NATO ships conducting military manoeuvres in the Black Sea.

Miracle boat sneaks past Russians during the annexation of Crimea in 2014.

Life in a frontline ghost town with just six houses and eight people left.

Donetsk radio tower blown up in protest
A strategy for political hostages

Donetsk radio tower blown up in protest at Russian-controlled republic torture & illegal prisons.

A strategy for political hostages. What was overlooked during the return of Ukraine kidnapped sailors and political hostages from Russia.

Exchange rate. About Ukraine prisoners who left jail early and ended up in Moscow.

Most people in occupied Donbas prefer reintegration with Ukraine, new survey shows.

Political prisoner Pavlo Gryb shares story of his kidnapping by FSB.

Russian FSB uses torture & threats for total Internet snooping in occupied Crimea.

Severe pains, walks on crutches - Crimean Tatar political prisoner has knee arthrosis progressing in Russian detention center.

Defendant in notorious Russian political trial seeks asylum in Ukraine.

Ukrainian journalist Haivoronsky jailed in occupied Crimea for failing to treat politically motivated drug dependence.
Parliament’s anticorruption steps endorsed by activists
No grounds to return Privatbank to ex-owners, Ukrainian President says

Week’s balance: Cabinet upgrades economic outlook, PM declares war on smuggling, while NBU again lowers key rate.

Anti-corruption steps of Ukraine’s new parliament endorsed by activists.

Ukrainian finance minister: gambling revenues may reach 5-9 bln.

Trilateral gas talks resume in Brussels. The talks are being held to finalize a gas transit contract before the current one expires at the end of 2019.

London court obliges Kolomoisky, others to pay PrivatBank GBP 10.9 m.

No grounds to return Privatbank to ex-owners,

Ukrainian President says.

Hromadske’s Nastya Stanko receives “Courage in Journalism” award in US.

Ukrainians receive highest number of first residence permits in EU. (Infographics)

Investigation into Maidan cases suspended Í Horbatiuk.

6 Ukrainian startups intend to shine at CES 2020
Ukraine moves up seven spots in the Doing Business 2020 ranking

Ukraine moves up seven spots in the Doing Business 2020 ranking growing attractive for investment.

6 Ukrainian startups intend to shine at CES 2020.

Cabinet of Ministers simplifies the registration of foreign representative offices. Will it affect IT industry.

NatriyÔ new coworking space named in honor of Ukrainian soldier opens in Kyiv.
Ukraine’s largest art installation opens in Chornobyl

Shevchenko among 20 greatest football players of 21st century

Archaeologists discover remains from 1770 Fort Alexander.

Shevchenko among 20 greatest players of 21st century by The Independence.

Chornobyl power plant gets new mural.
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